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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES • FEBRUARY 2019
Happy New Year! I hope your Christmas/Hanukkah Season was enjoyable and your New
Year celebration memorable.
This issue features a history of the exemplary World War II service of F/L Walter Hughes
‘Hugh’ Wasey DFC RNZAF that we touched on in our November issue. Our initial contact
was through his son, Warwick, who also supplied extensive service records from the New
Zealand Defence Force on his Dad. Following our last issue, we were also contacted by
John Betts, son of S/L John M. Betts (Pilot) 226 Sqn who offered assistance in the form of
his father’s logbook that showed 9 operations where F/L Wasey flew with S/L Betts.
Terry Batchelor (Reg Day Museum) shares the proposed memorial for two 139 Wing
Mitchell crews, one each from 180 and 98 Squadrons. They collided short of the Dunsfold
Aerodrome and crashed with the loss of all.
The May 2013 Dispersals issue on the Brussels Air Museum website prompted a contact
from Liz Boardman of Penzance, Cornwall, who’s Grandparents were the “airman and his
girlfriend out walking in the mountains” (page 16 of said issue) who discovered RCAF Sgt
Mervin Sims, the sole survivor of the crash of 418 Squadron Boston III. Liz’s son Ben
based his school history project on the event and shared his well-researched paper with us.
We’re sorry to note the passing of two WAGs of the ‘Greatest Generation’ this month:
Ernest Price (180 Squadron) and John Clifton (88 Squadron).
Please note that the entire contents of this issue are thanks to information sent in to us; we
work hard on researching what is supplied to us, but it all starts with someone asking a
question on family or offering to share a story or information. Please, if you have an
interesting story, anecdote, etc on the service of your family members, share it with us.
Keeping memories alive,
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WALTER HUGHES WASEY, DFC
A Remarkable 2nd TAF Service Record
David Poissant

“Flight Lieutenant Wasey has completed a large number of operational missions. He has
consistently displayed skill, courage and determination. An outstanding navigator, he has
never let either enemy opposition or adverse weather conditions deter him from completing
his allotted task. Throughout his operational career Flight Lieutenant Wasey has displayed
unfailing devotion to duty.”
Thus read the citation accompanying the Distinguished Flying Cross awarded to Walter
Hughes Wasey by the RAF 07 May 1945. His mother, Josephine at home in Auckland,
received notice via telegram the same day from Frederick Jones, Minister of Defence for
New Zealand; she received confirmation and congratulations from T.A. Barrow, Air
Secretary RNZAF on 12 Jun 45.

Left: Newspaper clipping following Walter Hughes Wasey’s DFC award.
Right: family photo with Walter and parents Walter Sr. and Josephine Wasey family collection

Josephine and her husband Walter Herbert had good reason for pride in their son ‘Hugh’.
He had been just 17 when they signed their approval on his RNZAF application for aircrew
22 Jul 40; now the War in Europe was over and Hugh had served three tours (one with 98
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Squadron, two with 226 Squadron). He was a Navigator/Bomb Aimer of high regard, had
flown 111 recorded operations, was promoted to Flight Lieutenant and earned a DFC; all
by the age of 23.
Hugh was born in Thetford, Norfolk, England before the family moved to Auckland, New
Zealand. At 19, when the RNZAF called him for service, he was 6’-1/2” tall, 180 pounds
and had been the 1936 Seddon Memorial Technical College welter-weight boxing
champion; he was heavy weight champion in 1937. He had been an apprentice Fitter-turner
for 2 years with New Zealand Railways.
Hugh’s application for Pilot training was approved and by July ’41 he had completed Initial
Training at Levin; elementary flying at No. 4 EFTS Whenuapai (both in New Zealand),
and was posted to No. 12 Service Flying Training School (SFTS) at Brandon, Manitoba
in Canada, arriving there 27 Oct 41 to begin training on Cessna Cranes.

Hugh’s Initial Training School class at Levin, on the North Island of New Zealand;
Hugh is 3rd from left, 2nd row. Photo: Wasey family collection

Pilots received training in all flight crew positions and Hugh’s SFTS December evaluation
noted good marks in navigation and machine gun, excellent in bomb aiming; it also noted
“General flying very weak. Instrument flying below average.” He was washed out of Pilot
training. He remustered at Composite Training School Trenton, Ontario where he was
recommended, after high marks in a navigation test by F/O I.M. Iverson, to No. 1 Air
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Observer Training School (AOS) Malton, Ontario, located on what is now Toronto
Pearson International Airport. He was part of Observer Training Course No. 42.
The disappointment of failing Pilot training may have spurred Hugh into high gear; he
came into his own during the three months he spent at AOS Malton where he put in 77½
hours flying time in Avro Ansons. Notes in his RCAF training file from that time include
“An above average man in the air, a born navigator.” “Should make one of the best bomb
aimers.” “A big good natured fellow…lots of moral courage and confidence…Should do a
very good job overseas.” On 24 April 42 Hugh was posted to No. 1 Bombing & Gunnery
School at Jarvis, Ontario, just an hour west of Malton for training on Fairey Battle aircraft
in which he would spend 26¼ hours, bringing his total training air time to 103 hours, 55
minutes. On 06 Jun 42 he graduated at the class average in bombing & gunnery; his
instructor, S/L G.O. Godson remarked “Good student, energetic, not mature, but has good
leadership qualities if developed.”
Normally, after completing Air Observer School, students were awarded the Air
Observer’s Badge; one third of each class would receive commissions to Pilot Officer and
two thirds were promoted to Sergeant rank. There must have been an administrative
oversight for this class, as Hugh did not receive that recognition until after his next move.
This kind of oversight had occurred before, as recorded by author F.J. Hatch in his book
on the BCATP in Canada “Aerodrome of Democracy.”

Observer Badges and Sergeant Stripes at graduation ceremony
Photo by William C. Shrout, LIFE Collection
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The next step in British Commonwealth Air Training Plan for Observers was to No. 1
Central Navigation School in Rivers, Manitoba, where the generally cloudless skies were
ideally suited for the practice of astro-navigation. The further four weeks in celestial
navigation would better qualify them for night operations. Hugh graduated 20 Jul 42 in the
top quartile of the class of 224; the Chief Instructor noted “A very good air navigator. His
ground work is rather weak, but his performance in the air indicates better work to come.”
His prognostication would be proven accurate.
On that day, 20 Jul 42, Hugh was awarded his Air Observer’s Badge, promoted to Sergeant,
recommended for commission and given the rank of temporary Pilot Officer.
At this point in training, Observers and Navigators destined for heavy bombers of Bomber
Command were typically sent directly to England for crewing up and conversion to Avro
Lancasters, Handley Page Halifaxes etc. for operational training with respective
operational squadrons. Hugh was streamed into medium bombers of 2 Group (that later
became part of 2nd Tactical Air Force), Bomber Command and was sent to No. 34
Operational Training Unit, Course No. 3, at Pennfield Ridge, New Brunswick for crewing
up and conversion to medium bombers in the form of Lockheed/Vega Ventura aircraft.

Lockheed Vega Ventura of No. 34 O.T.U. Peter Ryan collection

Graduate Pilots, Observers, Wireless Operator/Air Gunners (WAGs) and Air Gunners
(AGs) were brought to No. 34 OTU for operational training courses, usually in equal
numbers, enabling four-man crews incorporating one from each trade to be assembled.
Chris Larsen, President of the Pennfield Parish Military Historical Society, has been
researching all aspects of the ‘Pennfield Ridge Air Station’ including No. 34 OTU for many
years. There were 31 courses between June, 1942 and April, 1944; many courses are
lacking detailed records and Chris is working to “piecemeal class listings together.” One
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of those courses lacking information is No. 3, in which Walter Hughes Wasey was placed.
The intake of pupils combined with a lack of serviceable aircraft (for the want of spares
and tires) necessitated splitting Course No. 3 into two ‘Squads’ (‘A’ & ‘B’); still others
were placed into Course No. 4. Surplus pupils still remaining were posted away.
Based on dates in Hugh’s service record, Chris was able to determine he was in Course
No. 3, Squad ‘A’ (Navigators) 03 Sep 24 thru 06 Nov 42. Also in Course No. 3 were Claude
Peter Cowan RNZAF (Pilot) and John William Rice RAAF (WAG), with whom Hugh
would later be posted to 98 Squadron. It is suspected that E.W. Cox (AG), who would be
in the same 98 Squadron crew, was also in Course No. 3, but no confirming record has yet
been found. Training together in Ventura medium bombers, they would have developed
the efficient teamwork required of an operational medium bomber crew. They were given
Embarkation Leave after graduating 13 Nov 42 and told to report to No. 1 ‘Y’ Depot in
Halifax by 22 Nov 42 to leave for the UK.
They embarked Halifax 10 Dec 42 on what must have been a fast single ship, evidenced
by their disembarkation at Gourock, Scotland on 18 Dec 42; multi-ship convoys, which
must travel at the speed of the slowest vessel, took up to 16 days to cross the Atlantic.
A train then took them to Bournemouth, a peacetime resort on the southern coast of
England, to report to No. 3 Personnel Reception Centre for Commonwealth aircrews. They
arrived on 19 Dec 42 and were lodged in hotels commandeered for the purpose.
Bournemouth was an interim point for additional training while waiting to be posted for
further Operational Training or to an operational Squadron. Entire crews would be sent for
commando and/or escape and evasion training. Pilots and Observers would take ‘Beam
Approach’ training for landing in the UK’s fog and heavy weather. Gunners were often put
to work on anti-aircraft batteries in and around Bournemouth. It didn’t take the German
forces long to learn the new nature of the town and they sent irregularly timed ‘Tip and
Run Raiders’ in the form of fast Focke-Wulf Fw 190s, each carrying a single 500kg bomb
below the fuselage; they’d cross the English channel low and fast, roar over Bournemouth,
strafing targets of opportunity, drop their bombs and race back to their bases in France.

Focke-Wulf Fw 190 with 500kg bomb illustration by warthunder.wikia.com
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Hugh was promoted to Flying Officer 21 Dec 43.
On 26 Jan 43, Hugh and crew were posted to RAF Foulsham Aerodrome, in the County
of Norfolk, just 40 miles from Hugh’s birthplace; and on the 31st were assigned to 98
Squadron RAF to begin their operational conversion training to North American Aviation
B-25 Mitchells.
For the first nine months of the Second World War 98 Squadron had served as a reserve
squadron equipped with Fairey Battles and during the period April to June 1940, was based
in France. Its homecoming was a tragic one, for on 17th June 1940, the SS Lancastrian,
which was carrying most of 98's personnel, was bombed and sunk while crossing the
English Channel. Seventy-five airmen of the squadron were officially reported lost and
fifteen others are believed to have perished. Survivors reached England in various vessels,
in some cases weeks after the disaster.

Fairey Battle Wikipedia

After re-forming at Gatwick in July 1940, the squadron, still equipped with Battles, saw
almost a year's-worth of service in Iceland with Coastal Command. It was disbanded in
July 1941, but in September 1942, re-formed at West Raynham as a bomber squadron
flying Mitchell aircraft. It moved to Foulsham in mid-October and on 22nd January 1943,
used its Mitchells against the enemy for the first time when an attack in concert with 180
Squadron was made on oil targets at Terneuzen (Ghent) in Belgium.
98 Squadron was still experiencing ‘growing pains’ when Hugh joined it and the weather
for January was terrible. The above noted ‘first operation’ was the only operation during
January. February was much the same and the only flying was practice formations and five
Air Sea Rescue searches. The first two weeks of March were taken up with ‘Exercise
Spartan’, the largest war simulation held in England, which tested the efficiency of Army
Cooperation squadrons under mobile conditions and was effectively a rehearsal for the
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invasion of Northwest Europe. The assessment of that exercise resulted in the formation,
on 14 Jun 43, of the Second Tactical Air Force (2TAF) within Fighter Command as
replacement for Army Cooperation Command. 2TAF would remain part of Fighter
Command until 15 Nov 43 when it became a separate Command; the remainder of Fighter
Command was renamed ‘Air Defense of Great Britain’.
The rest of March, 1943 for 98 Squadron was lectures, limited flying and much rain. Two
Air Sea Rescue Searches were the only notable flying in April; May saw four operations
against the enemy. June had 98 Squadron doing much more flying and, on the 13th, six
Mitchells flew a successful raid on the ferry at Flushing; among them was RAF serial no.
FL176 VO-B ‘Grumpy’ crewed by:
F/O Cowan, C.P. (Pilot)
F/O Wasey, W.H. (Observer)
F/O Rice, J.W. (Wireless Op/air Gunner)
Sgt Cox, E.W. (Air Gunner)
Hugh would fly 27 ops with that crew; they ‘owned’ the RAF record-setting Mitchell (125
Operations) known as ‘Grumpy’ for 15 ops; half of their tour. Squadron Operations Record
Books show they operated against Ferry points, Aerodromes, Railway Marshalling Yards,
POL (Petrol, Oil & Lube) dumps, Shipping ports, Enemy strong points and V-1 launch
sites. They also flew in ‘Operation Starkey’ that was a ruse in an attempt to make German
authorities believe and invasion was underway and get the Luftwaffe engaged with
overwhelming Allied forces. The Luftwaffe didn’t fall for it; Operation Starkey is often
referred to as ‘The Invasion That Never Was.’

‘Grumpy’ being parked at her dispersal point. Australian War Memorial photo
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The other 3 ops Hugh flew to complete his 30-op tour with 98 Squadron were with 3 other
crews: those of F/S J. Hole (2nd op), S/L A.E Slocombe (3rd op) and his last operation, on
14 Jan 44, was with the crew of F/L J.F. Beadle. That last op carries an interesting similarity
for me, as the WAG on that op was Sgt Trevor Grice RAFVR, who was also part of my
Dad’s crew for his last 7 ops.
On 01 Feb 44 Hugh was posted to 29 Group Headquarters, which was the RAF’s Flying
Training Command in Sheffield Park, Reading, Berkshire. It’s likely he was there in a
Navigational Instructor capacity, born out by his son Warwick’s recollection of Hugh
saying he instructed for a while, but did not enjoy the role and wanted to get back to
operations.
Hugh was posted to No. 10 (Observer) Advanced Flying Unit at RAF Dumfries in
southwest Scotland on 08 Apr 44. This posting would be where he was trained on GEE-H,
the most advanced navigation and bombing aids of the day.

RAF Dumfries 1946 Photo: Dumfries & Galloway Aviation Museum

Just of two weeks later, on 25 Apr 44, Hugh found himself at No. 13 Operational Training
Unit at Finmere, Buckinghamshire for crewing up in preparation to joining 226 Squadron
at Hartford Bridge (now Blackbushe airport), near Reading, Hampshire, on 02 Jun 44.
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That crew comprised:
F/L Slatter, J.P.S. (Pilot)
F/O Wasey, W.H. (Observer)
F/O Tolliday, A.J. (Wireless Op/Air Gunner)
F/L Wadey, D.P. (Air Gunner)
They flew their first operation, an attack by 17 Mitchells of 226 Squadron, 18 of 98 Sqn,
12 of 180 Sqn and 12 of 320 Sqn, on an ammunition dump at le Menil-Brout in France.
Due to various difficulties, 1 a/c of 226 and 2 a/c of 180 were unable to bomb, resulting in
a total of 448 x 500 lbs Medium Capacity Time Delay (.025 secs) bombs were dropped on
the target.
That crew would remain together through 27 operations until 14 Aug 44, an attack on an
enemy strong point SE of Falaise. Their favorite B-25, one they flew 16 times, was RAF
serial FW111 (MQ-T) USAAF serial 42-87226; she would survive the war and was struck
off charge 13 Jan 47 and most likely scrapped.

Left: 226 Sqn Mitchell ‘MQ-T’ IWM photo

Right: F/L Walter Hughes Wasey RNZAF Wasey family photo

Hugh was promoted to Flight Lieutenant 21 Jul 44, but it seems 226 Squadron Operations
Records were not updated until after Hugh’s 6-day leave in September; his first recorded
operation at his new rank was 16 Sep 44, a raid by 12 Mitchells led by W/C Wood against
a strong point at Fort de la Creche. In October the Squadron moved to Aerodrome B.50
at Vitry-en-Artois, France to be closer to the front lines, allowing better tactical response.
They started operations from there on 17 Oct 44.
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After the ‘F/L Slatter’ crew, Hugh flew 54 more operations with 13 different crews; often
in formations’ lead aircraft, putting his experience and expertise to work wherever it was
most needed:
Pilot

W/C Adams
F/O Allen
S/L Betts
S/L Campbell
F/O Double

No. of
Ops
2
1
9
5
2

Pilot

F/O Eagleson
F/L Edmond DFC AFC
F/O Harvey
W/C Kerr
S/L Lyle DFC

No. of
Ops
1
7
1
3
1

Pilot

F/L Orpen
F/O Taylor
W/C Wood

No. of
Ops
6
14
2

An excellent illustration of the value of the GEE-H navigation and bombing system with
which Hugh had become so proficient is the 31 Dec 44 raid against the road junction at
Vierselm. From the Operations Records Book (ORB):
Twelve [226 Squadron] aircraft were despatched to attack the road junction. As
bombing was on GH, the first box was followed by two boxes of 88 Squadron
Bostons and the second box by two boxes of 342 Squadron Bostons. The attack was
made from 12,000 feet at approx. 13.05 hours. Results were unobserved due to
10/10 cloud. 96 x 500lb T.I. bombs were dropped. Vertical visibility was nil and
below cloud there was heavy snow and rain storms. No enemy opposition was
encountered.
[‘T.I. bombs’ are Target Indicator bombs that included a flare with lasting bright, colour;
dropped by the Mitchells using GEE-H, they gave the Bostons, that were not so equipped,
a good aiming point. Note that due to clouds, snow and rain there was no visibility, yet
bombs were still dropped on the target.]
And that evening:
…a few officers attended an E.N.S.A. [Entertainments National Service
Association] concert for the French group; the leading star was Josephine Baker,
and after the show W/C H.F. Wood and two officers were invited to the French
squadron’s Chateau for a party. After the party, the W/C and officers returned to
the Chateau Everard where the New Year celebrations continued. F/L K.M.
Campbell assumed the duties of Squadron Adjutant vice F/O Turner who left for
England in an effort to procure turkeys for the Mess.
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05 Jan 45: his 81st operation with 226 Squadron; Hugh was with the crew of F/O J.E. Taylor
in Mitchell ‘MQ-W’ serial FW181 on a raid on an enemy point at St-Vith, Belgium. 226
Squadron ORB recorded:
Twelve Mitchells in two boxes of six, each leading two boxes of six Bostons attacked
the target with 91 x 500 lb MC TI and TD .025 at 15.06 and 15.11 hours from
12,500 feet. Five bombs of aircraft FW239 hung up. Intense heavy accurate flak
was experienced. Five aircraft received minor or serious damage. F/O Taylor force
landed at ASCH [Belgium]\and F/S Brodie crashed near CHARLEROIS
[Belgium].
I’m sure the RAF looked at Hugh’s record of 111 operations with 2TAF and realized that
this most valuable contributor was pushing his luck. Hugh was declared ‘Tour Expired”
and posted to No. 2 Group Service Unit at RAF Fersfield in Norfolk
on 28 Jan 45, where he would be navigating on VIP flights, supply
flights, ferry flights for wounded and tour expired personnel, etc.
Being based once more close to his birthplace of Thetford (now just
18 miles), I trust he had time to visit with family friends.
On May 7th 1945 the Royal Air Force awarded F/L Walter Hughes
Wasey RNZAF the Distinguished Flying Cross. The next day was VE
Day, the end of the war in Europe. Celebrations don’t get much better
than that! RNZAF records also show that he was ‘Mentioned in
Despatches’ (MiD) on 4 occasions.
02 Jun 45 Hugh was posted to No. 12 Personnel Despatch and
Reception Centre (PDRC), where his log book was ‘Scrutinized and
Certified Correct’ by F/L M.C. Thorburn RAF, at Brighton, East
Distinguished Flying Cross
Sussex pending repatriation to New Zealand. It was a busy time as
RAF Museum
hundreds of thousands of veterans were all waiting for the trip HOME,
but the ‘powers that be’ got Hugh onto a ship from which he disembarked at New Zealand
24 Oct 45. A month later, on 26 Nov 45, in a Drill Hall in Auckland, he had his last
RNZAF Medical Board check and was demobilized.
Hugh’s RNZAF ‘Release Sheet’ recorded his service as 4 Years, 228 days total, including
4 years 3 days served overseas; his ‘Aircrew Productive Flying’ was 698 hours.
He had served three tours and seen more carnage than any man should; he had directed
bombing attacks on Aerodromes, Bridges, Docks, enemy HQ buildings and barracks,
Petrol and Ammunition Dumps, Railway Targets, Road Junctions, Troop Concentrations,
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and V-1 Launch Sites. He had witnessed the loss of friends as their planes exploded in flak
barrages over targets; ‘lucky’ ones escaped burning aircraft to become Prisoners of War;
too many planes being brought home on a single engine; landing accidents; take-off
accidents; Squadron mates suddenly disappeared with nervous breakdowns.
It was an education in how fleeting life can be and how lucky those that survived are. It’s
no wonder so many veterans hesitated for so long before revealing their memories and that
many others never did.
Hugh had said that when the war was over he wanted to
get married and start a family. He met June Gordon and
they were married 10 Aug 46 in St. Andrew’s Church,
Auckland and their nicely balanced family (4 girls, 4
boys) was soon underway. Hugh’s strong belief in
education and trades is evident in them: Paula became a
teacher with a specialty in deaf children; Walter is a
fitter/welder; Jan is a practicing lawyer; William an
electrician, Mary a psychiatric nurse; Warwick also took
to the electrical trade; Adrienne chose to be a stay-athome mother; and the youngest, Winton is the third
electrician in the family.
Their kids, now dispersed throughout New Zealand and
Australia with no two in the same city, gave Hugh and
June 16 grandchildren.
Walter died 27 May 93 in Kawakawa, Northland, New
Zealand and June passed away 23 Dec 99.
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REMEMBERING

07 Jan 44 Collision & Crash at Pallinghurst House
Terry Batchelor • Reg Day Museum

Hi David: I am contacting you about the above incident concerning a young man, Adam
Tudor Lane. His uncle was an Air Gunner on the 180 Squadron aircraft involved in the
accident. He is hoping to place a memorial plaque on the crash site to remember the
sacrifice of these brave young men.
The Pallinghurst House is now Rikkyo Japanese School. We have carried out extensive
searches to locate the exact location of the [2] aircraft [crash sites]. We carried out a lot of
work on behalf of the Pilot of the other aircraft from 98 Squadron, Terry Riordan.

Left: 180 Sqn crew (l-r) P/O Leonard Taylor, Navigator; F/S George Ormandy, Air Gunner; F/O Ernest Fooks,
Pilot; F/S Charles Forsyth, Wireless op/Air Gunner. All were RAFVR
Right: 98 Sqn crew (l-r) W/O Terence Riordan, Pilot; F/S Douglas Morris, Observer; F/S Stanley Norton,
Wireless Op/Air gunner; F/S William Cross, Air Gunner. All were RAFVR

From 180 Squadron Operations Records Book of 07 Jan 44:
12.00-13.45: Target: Sorellerie II Construction Works – Alternative: Mesnil Au Vol
24 aircraft (12 each from 180 and 98 Squadrons) led by W/C J.F. Castle were
detailed to attack this target…outward journey was routed via Selsey Bill – RV at
12,000 feet with one Squadron Spitfire Vs at 30˚00’ N 01˚00’ W - 3 miles south of
Point of Barfleur – target. Return route Target - 49˚34’ N 01˚00’ W – Selsey Bill –
Base…9 aircraft of 180 Squadron attacked primary…few results observed…Six
aircraft of 98 Squadron attacked alternative…results unobserved…Aircraft V, P,
S, U, K failed to locate target, brought all bombs back.
When formation reached point 5 miles south of Base aircraft ‘N’ of 98 Squadron
(F/Sgt Riordan) and aircraft ‘K’ of 180 Squadron (F/O E.B. Fooks) were involved
in a collision, crashed, and all crews were killed.
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Proposed plaque to be mounted near the Rikkyo School (Guildford Road, Rudgwick, W Sussex).

Rikkyo School was founded in 1972 and is situated in beautifully landscaped grounds on
a wooded hilltop in Sussex. It is perhaps the oldest Japanese boarding school in Europe.
Built to educate students from 10 – 18 years of age, Rikkyo School is an affiliated
educational institution of the Nppon Sei Ko Kai (the Anglican Church in Japan).

Views of Rikkyo School from their website. (rikkyo.co.uk/special/information-in-english.html)
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CANUCK CONNECTION REDUX
David Poissant

“I am helping my teenage son to do some research for a school history project, and came
across the Dispersals magazine (May 2013) online.
You mention the R.C.A.F. Boston III plane which hit the Welsh mountain of Carnedd
Dafydd on 17 October 1942. Sgt Mervyn Sims was the only survivor.
The “young airman and his girlfriend” who found him were my late grandparents, Harry
and Mavis Lees (née Rees) who were hill walking at the time (they remained enthusiastic
lifelong hill walkers although they moved away from Wales after the war).
I would be very grateful for any further information you may have about Sgt Mervyn Sims.”
That was the email I received from Liz Boardman on 12 Dec 2017. Liz was the ‘Official
Researcher’ helping her son Ben on his project at Mounts Bay Academy (ages 11-16) in
Penzance, Cornwall. Although I couldn’t help with more information on Mervyn Sims, I
did supply 418 Squadron RCAF Operations Records to assist Ben. Happily, Liz and Ben
were able to find information on Mervyn Sims from online sources including his obituary
in Calgary, Alberta. Ben has allowed us to reproduce his project in Dispersals:

HISTORY PROJECT
Ben Boardman

For my history project I have decided to write about my Great Grandparents. In 1942 my
Great Grandparents saved the life of a Canadian Pilot whilst walking in the mountains in
North Wales.
My Great Grandmother was born in 1920 and died in 2010 at the age of 90. She was known
by the name of Mavis (her middle name); her first name was Joan and her maiden name
was Rees. She grew up in Surrey (England), but was born in south Wales.
My Grandfather was born in 1920 (same year as his wife) and died in 1990 at the age of
70. His name was Harry Lees. He was born and grew up in Yorkshire (England).
My Great Grandparents met at the Civil Service Training College. During the Second
World War the Inland Revenue Department of the Civil Service was evacuated to
Llandudno in North Wales. My Great Grandparents were very keen walkers and mountain
climbers. Before my Great Grandfather went into the RAF in 1941 (he was a radio fitter
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for the aircraft), they had climbed all but one of the 3,000-foot (914 metres) mountains in
North Wales.
My Great Grandparents got married in Yorkshire in 1944 just before D-Day. After the war
they lived in various places in London and Sussex. In 1972 they moved to Stockport, near
Manchester. They had four children: John, David, Margaret and Sally.
I am the eldest grandson of John Lees.

Left: My Great Grandfather in the RAF during WWII. Right: My Great Grandparents walking on the hills.

Carnedd Dafydd (above) is the third highest peak in Wales. It is also part of the Snowdonia mountain range.
The average temperature of the mountain is 3-4˚C. Carnedd Dafydd 3,425 feet high (1,044 metres). Carnedd
Dafydd means ‘David’s Cairn’ and was named after the brother of the last independent Prince of Wales, who
lived in the 13th century. Wikipedia photo
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Air Crash – 17th October 1942
On Saturday, 17th October, 1942 a 418 Squadron Boston III Z2186 plane left RAF Bradwell
Bay in Essex on a cross-country training flight.
Due to Bad weather the plane crashed into Carnedd Dafydd Mountain in Snowdonia, North
Wales.
Sadly, two of the three crew members were killed in the crash. These were: Flight
Lieutenant Harold Francis Longworth of the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) who was
an Observer, and Sergeant Ronald Walker (RAFVR) who was a navigator.
This is an extract from the Operations Record Book at the time:
17.10.42 P/O Longworth (RCAF Navigator) and Sgt Walker (RAF Air Gunner)
were killed in an air crash in North Wales during a cross-country training flight.
Sgt Sims (RCAF Pilot) was seriously injured.
The Rescue of Sergeant Sims
The Pilot, Sergeant Mervyn Sims, survived, but was badly injured.
He had a broken back, a fractured skull, concussion, broken leg, and injured knee and a
broken thumb.
Two days later, my Great Grandparents, who were on a youth
hosteling holiday, were walking towards Carnedd Llewellyn (the
third highest peak in North Wales). My Great Grandmother spotted
the tail of a crashed aircraft about a hundred yards below the ridge.
Here is an extract from my Great Grandmother’s letter that she wrote
to her mother after the event:
“I drew Lees’ attention to it [the plane] and after some
hesitation we decided to have a look at it, thinking that it had
been there some time and that all the important parts had
been removed.

Stay where
you are
Mavis,
there’s
someone
lying dead
here!

Lees was a few yards ahead of me and suddenly said “stay where you are Mavis,
there’s someone lying dead here.” Of course I felt horrified. Meanwhile Lees
moved nearer the aircraft and heard someone calling for help. He found the pilot
[Sergeant Sims] lying about 20 yards from the plane.
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As soon as I knew that someone was injured, my fear vanished and I immediately
joined Lees. The poor man had broken his leg, was badly bruised and was suffering
terribly from exposure. He had been on the mountainside for two nights.
My Great Grandmother gave the man some water from a mountain spring which she had
found nearby. My Great Grandfather ran down towards the valley to get help and my Great
Grandmother stayed behind to care for the injured man. She had no food with her, but gave
the patient a piece of barley sugar from his ration kit. She bandaged up his left hand which
had been injured, and remembered not to remove the blood clots from around his nose and
eyes, so as not to cause further bleeding.
Sergeant Sims told my Great Grandmother that he was Canadian, and that on Saturday
night he and his crew had been flying in bad weather. As they flew toward the ridge, he
was unable to lift the plane over it.
“Apparently he had been stunned by the crash but had been quite conscious ever
since. For two nights and one day he had lain underneath the aircraft and then on
Monday morning he had dragged himself away in search of water. Finding none,
he ate some moss in desperation and then sank down exhausted.”
My Great Grandmother was alone on the mountain for over two hours
whilst my Great Grandfather went to get help. In that time, she tried
to distract Sergeant Sims from his current situation by talking about
London, her visit to Germany and anything else that came into her
mind.

I wouldn’t

In the meantime, my Great Grandfather had run 2,000 feet down the
mountain in 25 minutes. He phoned for an ambulance. By chance he
met a doctor (the local G.P. from Bethesda, Dr. Mostyn Williams)
and they immediately went up the mountain again.

much if I

“No one else arrived for nearly an hour, so after the doctor
had given the injured man a morphine injection we tried to
find methods of keeping him warm…

have been
worth
had
refused to
stay…

…about 18 RAF men arrived in twos and threes and two local men and a policeman
arrived with a stretcher. Several of them told me that they thought I had a
tremendous amount of pluck to stay up there alone while Lees when for help. This
surprised me. The scene of the crash was perhaps one of the barest and most
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isolated parts of North Wales, but after all, I wouldn’t have been worth much if I
had refused to stay with someone who needed me so much.”
The Descent
“About 7pm our patient’s leg had been splinted rather inadequately with a piece of
the plane and he was strapped to the stretcher with parachute cords. Then the
difficult descent began. You see, the slope was very steep and
stony and there were several bogs and wide, fast streams. …the plane
Still, the RAF boys, including Lees, carried the stretcher in
was so
relays and they really did their work well…several important
people turned up, including two officers and the Western smashed
Command representative.”
The stretcher party reached the road at 9:30pm and my Great
Grandparents were driven back to the youth hostel and had bacon and
eggs for supper. The next morning they returned to Bethesda to give
statements.
“It was wonderful to feel that we had saved someone’s life,
and it seems such a miracle because if the mist hadn’t cleared
on Monday we shouldn’t have been walking along the ridge.
Also, the plane was so smashed up that it wouldn’t have been
spotted from the air, and the injured man couldn’t have lived
through another night.”

up that it
wouldn’t

have been
spotted
from the
air…

Following the crash my Great Grandmother received further news of Sergeant Sims:
“Mr. Jones, a man at the office, asked one of his friends to enquire after Sergeant
Sims at the Bangor Infirmary. Yesterday therefore I learned that he was recovering
splendidly and that he had been moved to and RAF hospital at Cosford. I shall
probably write him in a few days’ time and send him some books, because after all
his family are on the other side of the Atlantic.”
Thank-you Letter
Ten days later my Great Grandmother received a letter from RAF Bradwell Bay thanking
her and my Great Grandfather for saving Sergeant Sims’ life: [following page]
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Who Were the 418 Squadron?
The 418 Squadron was formed during World War II and was
Canada’s highest scoring Squadron in the Second World War.
Their motto was PIYAUTAILILI ‘Defend Even Unto Death.’
They were based at RAF Bradwell Bay in Essex, England.

418 Squadron photo Dec ’43 or Jan ’44. Sergeant Sims is No. 16 in third row (standing) flyingforyourlife.com

RAF Bradwell Bay War Memorial

The Memorial at Bradwell Bay has the names of Ronald Walker and Harold Longworth, the two crew
members who died in the crash. Wikipedia photo
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The Plane
The plane that crashed was a Douglas Boston Mk III. It was a bomber.

Douglas Boston Mk III, September 1942 at Bradwell Bay. Wikipedia photo

Sergeant Mervin Sims
Mervin Harold Sims was born on September 21, 1920 in
Chilliwack, British Columbia, Canada. He died at the age of 87
on December 8, 2007. Mervin joined the Royal Canadian Air
Force in 1941 at the age of 21. He joined 418 Squadron and was
posted to Bradwell Bay in Essex (England).
After the air crash Mervin spent 7 months in hospital. He later
returned to the 418 Squadron. He was awarded the DFC
(Distinguished Flying Cross) in 1944, 2 years after the crash.

Report on the DFC in the London Gazette (1 September 1944)

After the war he continued to fly planes with the RAF. In 1951 he and his Scottish wife,
Freda, went back to Canada to farm and raise a family.
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Sergeant Ronald Walker • Navigator/Bomb Aimer
1289638, 418 (RCAF) Sqdn., Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve
Who died on 17 October 1942 Age 22
Son of Edward and Jinnie Walker, of Letchworth
Remembered with Honour
Letchworth Cemetery
Pilot Officer Harold Francis Lawrence Longworth • Air Observer
J/11105, 418 (RCAF) Sqdn., Royal Canadian Air Force
Who died on 17 October 1942 age 26
Son of Harvey E. and Hannah Margaret Longworth, of Woodstock, Ontario, Canada
Remembered with Honour
Llanbeblig Public Cemetery, Caernarfon
Harold Francis Longworth was a Canadian who lived in Bowmanville, Ontario. He was a
language teacher at the Bowmanville High School. He excelled in French and German. He
won scholarships at university. He joined the Royal Canadian Air Force in June 1941.
The local primary school is named after him – Harold Longworth Public School on
Longworth Avenue.
Ben’s project included Commonwealth War Graves Commission memorial pages for
Sergeant Ronald Walker and P/O Harold Longworth
Ben also included a comprehensive sources credit list.
Ben Boardman did a wonderful job of researching the subject crash and the airmen
involved. He is obviously proud of his Great Grandparents, as well he should be; they were
instrumental in the life of Sergeant Mervin Sims who, thanks to Mavis and Harry, returned
to service and would be honourably discharged in 1951 at the rank of Flight Lieutenant.
Congratulations Ben, on a most respectful job well-done.
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